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(in arabic script) - Bildwöörbook BABADADA black-and-white, Pashto (in arabic
script) - Malti, visual dictionary (in arabic script) - dizzjunarju bl-istampi
BABADADA black-and-white, Pulaar - Pashto (in arabic script), ɗowitorde
nataande - visual dictionary (in arabic script) BABADADA black-and-white,
Pashto (in arabic script) - français canadien, visual dictionary (in arabic
script) - dictionnaire visuel BABADADA black-and-white, Pashto (in arabic
script) - Eesti keel, visual dictionary (in arabic script) - piltsõnastik
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A Dictionary of the Pukhto-pushto or Language of the Afghans (Pushto English
Dictionary)(afghanistan Language) BABADADA black-and-white, Schwiizerdütsch -
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script) BABADADA black-and-white, Pashto (in arabic script) - Français de
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English to Pashto & Pashto to English Dictionary 2013-09 english to pashto
pashto to english with phonetics is a concise dictionary that includes approx
24000 words i e approx 13000 words in english to pashto and 11000 in the pashto
to english section a concept of one on one meaning has been followed and a
single meaning has been provided for majority of the words while others have
explanatory meanings the pashto to english section has been arranged in left to
right order of the pashto alphabets instead of right to left in order to
facilitate the users
Pashto 2002 if you re looking for a reliable modern pashto english dictionary
you re in the right place this concise dictionary includes 1 300 modern pashto
terms the words are ordered alphabetically first in english and then in pashto
for convenient access
The Pashto Dictionary 2018-08-20 this major new edition offers more than 480
pages of definitions and covers all word needed for everyday use in pashto also
included are cultural notes providing information about the pushtoon people
English-Pashto, Pashto-English Dictionary 2007 english to pashto dictionary
with english phonetics
English to 2013-04-01 this comprehensive bilingual pashto dictionary includes
over 25 000 word for word dictionary entries and is approved for esl ell
students to use for standardized testing pashto a is an eastern iranian
language that is native to southern and eastern afghanistan northwestern
pakistan and parts of eastern iran it is spoken by over 40 million people
worldwide pashto is written in the pashto alphabet or script which is a
modified form of the perso arabic script this dictionary s two way format makes
it useful for both english and pashto speakers each entry includes the pashto
script as well romanization common sense phonetic pronunciation for english
speakers pashto speaking ell english language learner students can look up the
meaning of english words they don t recognize and also translate their thoughts
and writing in pashto to english using this dictionary
Word-to-word (bilingual) Dictionary 2009 babadada dictionaries are visual
language education simple learning takes center stage in a babadada dictionary
images and language merge into a unit that is easy to learn and remember each
book contains over 1000 black and white illustrations the goal is to learn the
basics of a language much faster and with more fun than possible with a
complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very successful online
picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language entry for countless
language combinations used by thousands of people and approved by well known
institutions the languages used in this book are also called as follows paszto
and amerikanisches englisch anglais américain inglés americano us inglês
English Pashto & Dari Dictionary 2013 this is not only a bi lingual dictionary
but the definitive tome on the pushtu language the 828 page dictionary is a
blockbuster that can be used by beginners and advanced users alike the
dictionary is in the arabic and english script users who have not learned the
arabic script should consider the romanized pushtu dictionary by ghayan chand
also published by simon wallenberg press and listed in amazon this dictionary
was complied by noor mohammed taraki and others at the pashto academy kabul
under the direction of the academy s director general abdur raof benawa the
team at the forefront of language research focused on pashto as it is used
today their work became the largest language research project by the academy
over 828 pages of definitions in large format were compiled over years the end
result of the project was the publication of the most comprehensive bi lingual
dictionary of the pashto language later taraki became president of afghanistan
and introduced marxist reforms this great dictionary sadly went out of print
during the subsequent afghan wars with the appointment of hamid karzai as the
new president along with democratic government the dictionary has now been
published in its new updated format reviews the finest scholarly reference work
available for studying pushtu this dictionary retains its reputation as the
single best reference work for use when studying the pashto language telegraph
online this dictionary has enough information to be useful for even the most
learned pashto linguist dost mohmmad prof kabul university
English, Pashto and Dari Dictionary 2009 babadada dictionaries are visual
language education simple learning takes center stage in a babadada dictionary
images and language merge into a unit that is easy to learn and remember each
book contains over 1000 black and white illustrations the goal is to learn the
basics of a language much faster and with more fun than possible with a
complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very successful online
picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language entry for countless
language combinations used by thousands of people and approved by well known
institutions the languages used in this book are also called as follows
amerikanisches englisch anglais américain inglés americano us inglês and paszto
English-Pashto, Pashto-English Dictionary 2011 babadada dictionaries are visual
language education simple learning takes center stage in a babadada dictionary
images and language merge into a unit that is easy to learn and remember the
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goal is to learn the basics of a language much faster and with more fun than
possible with a complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very
successful online picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language
entry for countless language combinations used by thousands of people and
approved by well known institutions
Pashto-English Dictionary 2009 babadada dictionaries are visual language
education simple learning takes center stage in a babadada dictionary images
and language merge into a unit that is easy to learn and remember each book
contains over 1000 black and white illustrations the goal is to learn the
basics of a language much faster and with more fun than possible with a
complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very successful online
picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language entry for countless
language combinations used by thousands of people and approved by well known
institutions the languages used in this book are also called as follows paszto
and schwedisch suédois sueco svedese sueco szwedzki
English-Pashto & Pashto-English Word-to-Word Dictionary 2008 babadada
dictionaries are visual language education simple learning takes center stage
in a babadada dictionary images and language merge into a unit that is easy to
learn and remember each book contains over 1000 black and white illustrations
the goal is to learn the basics of a language much faster and with more fun
than possible with a complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very
successful online picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language
entry for countless language combinations used by thousands of people and
approved by well known institutions the languages used in this book are also
called as follows paszto
Pashto English Dictionary 2024-09-03 babadada dictionaries are visual language
education simple learning takes center stage in a babadada dictionary images
and language merge into a unit that is easy to learn and remember each book
contains over 1000 black and white illustrations the goal is to learn the
basics of a language much faster and with more fun than possible with a
complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very successful online
picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language entry for countless
language combinations used by thousands of people and approved by well known
institutions the languages used in this book are also called as follows
schwedisch suédois sueco svedese sueco szwedzki and paszto
Pashto Student Dictionary 1867 babadada dictionaries are visual language
education simple learning takes center stage in a babadada dictionary images
and language merge into a unit that is easy to learn and remember each book
contains over 1000 black and white illustrations the goal is to learn the
basics of a language much faster and with more fun than possible with a
complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very successful online
picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language entry for countless
language combinations used by thousands of people and approved by well known
institutions the languages used in this book are also called as follows paszto
and türkisch turc turco turecki
A Dictionary of the Puḵẖto, Pus̲ẖto, Or Language of the Afg̲ẖāns 1860 babadada
dictionaries are visual language education simple learning takes center stage
in a babadada dictionary images and language merge into a unit that is easy to
learn and remember each book contains over 1000 black and white illustrations
the goal is to learn the basics of a language much faster and with more fun
than possible with a complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very
successful online picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language
entry for countless language combinations used by thousands of people and
approved by well known institutions the languages used in this book are also
called as follows paszto
A Dictionary of the Puk'hto, Pushto, Or Language of the Afghans; with Remarks
on the Originality of the Language 2020-09-23 babadada dictionaries are visual
language education simple learning takes center stage in a babadada dictionary
images and language merge into a unit that is easy to learn and remember each
book contains over 1000 black and white illustrations the goal is to learn the
basics of a language much faster and with more fun than possible with a
complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very successful online
picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language entry for countless
language combinations used by thousands of people and approved by well known
institutions the languages used in this book are also called as follows paszto
and französisch français francés francese francês francuski
BABADADA black-and-white, Pashto (in arabic script) - American English, visual
dictionary (in arabic script) - pictorial dictionary 2007-04 babadada
dictionaries are visual language education simple learning takes center stage
in a babadada dictionary images and language merge into a unit that is easy to
learn and remember each book contains over 1000 black and white illustrations
the goal is to learn the basics of a language much faster and with more fun
than possible with a complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very
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successful online picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language
entry for countless language combinations used by thousands of people and
approved by well known institutions the languages used in this book are also
called as follows paszto
English Pushtu Dictionary 2020-09-13 babadada dictionaries are visual language
education simple learning takes center stage in a babadada dictionary images
and language merge into a unit that is easy to learn and remember each book
contains over 1000 black and white illustrations the goal is to learn the
basics of a language much faster and with more fun than possible with a
complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very successful online
picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language entry for countless
language combinations used by thousands of people and approved by well known
institutions the languages used in this book are also called as follows paszto
and plattdeutsch holsteiner platt platt niederdeutsch plattdüüts plattdüütsk
plattdüütsch
BABADADA black-and-white, American English - Pashto (in arabic script),
pictorial dictionary - visual dictionary (in arabic script) 1860 babadada
dictionaries are visual language education simple learning takes center stage
in a babadada dictionary images and language merge into a unit that is easy to
learn and remember each book contains over 1000 black and white illustrations
the goal is to learn the basics of a language much faster and with more fun
than possible with a complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very
successful online picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language
entry for countless language combinations used by thousands of people and
approved by well known institutions the languages used in this book are also
called as follows paszto and maltesisch maltais maltés maltese maltês maltański
A Dictionary of the Puk'hto, Push'hto, Or Language of the Afghans 2019-07-31
babadada dictionaries are visual language education simple learning takes
center stage in a babadada dictionary images and language merge into a unit
that is easy to learn and remember each book contains over 1000 black and white
illustrations the goal is to learn the basics of a language much faster and
with more fun than possible with a complicated text dictionary this book is
based on the very successful online picture dictionary babadada com which
offers easy language entry for countless language combinations used by
thousands of people and approved by well known institutions the languages used
in this book are also called as follows paszto
BABADADA, American English - Pashto (in Arabic Script), Pictorial Dictionary -
Visual Dictionary (in Arabic Script) 2020-09-23 babadada dictionaries are
visual language education simple learning takes center stage in a babadada
dictionary images and language merge into a unit that is easy to learn and
remember each book contains over 1000 black and white illustrations the goal is
to learn the basics of a language much faster and with more fun than possible
with a complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very successful
online picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language entry for
countless language combinations used by thousands of people and approved by
well known institutions the languages used in this book are also called as
follows paszto and kanadisches französisch
BABADADA black-and-white, Pashto (in arabic script) - svenska, visual
dictionary (in arabic script) - bildordbok 1860 babadada dictionaries are
visual language education simple learning takes center stage in a babadada
dictionary images and language merge into a unit that is easy to learn and
remember each book contains over 1000 black and white illustrations the goal is
to learn the basics of a language much faster and with more fun than possible
with a complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very successful
online picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language entry for
countless language combinations used by thousands of people and approved by
well known institutions the languages used in this book are also called as
follows paszto and estnisch estonien estonia estone estoniano
A Dictionary of the Pusʹhto, Pusʹhto, Or Language of the Afghāns 2020-09-23
babadada dictionaries are visual language education simple learning takes
center stage in a babadada dictionary images and language merge into a unit
that is easy to learn and remember each book contains over 1000 black and white
illustrations the goal is to learn the basics of a language much faster and
with more fun than possible with a complicated text dictionary this book is
based on the very successful online picture dictionary babadada com which
offers easy language entry for countless language combinations used by
thousands of people and approved by well known institutions the languages used
in this book are also called as follows tschechisch tchèque checo ceco tcheco
czech and paszto
BABADADA black-and-white, Pashto (in arabic script) - Australian English,
visual dictionary (in arabic script) - visual dictionary 2020-09-25 babadada
dictionaries are visual language education simple learning takes center stage
in a babadada dictionary images and language merge into a unit that is easy to
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learn and remember each book contains over 1000 black and white illustrations
the goal is to learn the basics of a language much faster and with more fun
than possible with a complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very
successful online picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language
entry for countless language combinations used by thousands of people and
approved by well known institutions the languages used in this book are also
called as follows paszto and javanesisch
BABADADA black-and-white, svenska - Pashto (in arabic script), bildordbok -
visual dictionary (in arabic script) 2021 product dimensions 9 5 x 7 3 x 1 2
inches
The Descriptive Dictionary of Administrations & Management 2020-09-23 babadada
dictionaries are visual language education simple learning takes center stage
in a babadada dictionary images and language merge into a unit that is easy to
learn and remember each book contains over 1000 black and white illustrations
the goal is to learn the basics of a language much faster and with more fun
than possible with a complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very
successful online picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language
entry for countless language combinations used by thousands of people and
approved by well known institutions the languages used in this book are also
called as follows schweizerdeutsch suisse allemand suizo alemán svizzero
tedesco suíço alemão szwajcarski niemiecki and paszto
BABADADA black-and-white, Pashto (in arabic script) - Türkçe, visual dictionary
(in arabic script) - görsel sözlük 2020-09-23 babadada dictionaries are visual
language education simple learning takes center stage in a babadada dictionary
images and language merge into a unit that is easy to learn and remember each
book contains over 1000 black and white illustrations the goal is to learn the
basics of a language much faster and with more fun than possible with a
complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very successful online
picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language entry for countless
language combinations used by thousands of people and approved by well known
institutions the languages used in this book are also called as follows paszto
BABADADA black-and-white, Pashto (in arabic script) - Leetspeak (US English),
visual dictionary (in arabic script) - p1c70r14l d1c710n4ry 2020-09-23 babadada
dictionaries are visual language education simple learning takes center stage
in a babadada dictionary images and language merge into a unit that is easy to
learn and remember each book contains over 1000 black and white illustrations
the goal is to learn the basics of a language much faster and with more fun
than possible with a complicated text dictionary this book is based on the very
successful online picture dictionary babadada com which offers easy language
entry for countless language combinations used by thousands of people and
approved by well known institutions the languages used in this book are also
called as follows paszto and tschechisch tchèque checo ceco tcheco czech
BABADADA black-and-white, Pashto (in arabic script) - Français, visual
dictionary (in arabic script) - dictionnaire visuel 2020-10-21
BABADADA black-and-white, Australian English - Pashto (in arabic script),
visual dictionary - visual dictionary (in arabic script) 2020-09-23
BABADADA black-and-white, Pashto (in arabic script) - Plattdüütsch (Holstein),
visual dictionary (in arabic script) - Bildwöörbook 2021-01-26
BABADADA black-and-white, Pashto (in arabic script) - Malti, visual dictionary
(in arabic script) - dizzjunarju bl-istampi 2020-10-17
BABADADA black-and-white, Pulaar - Pashto (in arabic script), ɗowitorde
nataande - visual dictionary (in arabic script) 2021-01-30
BABADADA black-and-white, Pashto (in arabic script) - français canadien, visual
dictionary (in arabic script) - dictionnaire visuel 2020-09-23
BABADADA black-and-white, Pashto (in arabic script) - Eesti keel, visual
dictionary (in arabic script) - piltsõnastik 2020-09-16
BABADADA black-and-white, čeština - Pashto (in arabic script), obrazový slovník
- visual dictionary (in arabic script) 2020-09-23
BABADADA black-and-white, Pashto (in arabic script) - Basa Jawa, visual
dictionary (in arabic script) - kamus visual 2001
A Dictionary of the Pukhto-pushto or Language of the Afghans (Pushto English
Dictionary)(afghanistan Language) 2020-10-04
BABADADA black-and-white, Schwiizerdütsch - Pashto (in arabic script),
Bildwörterbuech - visual dictionary (in arabic script) 2020-09-23
BABADADA black-and-white, Pashto (in arabic script) - Français de Suisse,
visual dictionary (in arabic script) - dictionnaire visuel 2020-09-23
BABADADA black-and-white, Pashto (in arabic script) - čeština, visual
dictionary (in arabic script) - obrazový slovník
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